Here is the information about applying to IST:

You can check the courses of the Master you were nominated at:

https://tecnico.ulisboa.pt/en/education/courses/integrated-masters-programmes/

https://tecnico.ulisboa.pt/en/education/courses/masters-programmes/

At IST classes are like this:
First Cycle- Bachelor Degree- (1st, 2nd and 3rd year) classes are in Portuguese
Second Cycle- Master Degree (1st and 2nd year)- classes in are in English.
Integrated Master Degree* (4th and 5th year) classes in are in English.

* The difference between Master and Integrated Master is that at the end of the 1st Cycle (three years) there is always the option to continue to the Master (2nd cycle) of the same course (the integrated), or change to another Master. So Integrated is from 1st to 5th year being 4 and 5th the Master years.

Students coming on the 1st semester must chose subjects that say 1 sem and students coming on the 2nd semester must chose subjects that say 2 sem.

To apply to study at IST under ERASMUS, you must do it until the following deadlines:
Students coming on the 1st Semester/1 year or more must apply until June 15, available on-line in 15 May
Students coming on the 2nd Semester must apply until November 15, available on-line in 15 October

The application is made on line at: http://ai.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/en/programas-de-estudo/candidaturas/candidaturas-in/
(in this link there are listed the documents you need to apply).

Be aware that we have 2 campus, one in Alameda in Lisbon and another one in Taguspark in Oeiras. All the degrees are given in Alameda except for Telecommunications and Informatics Engineering; Electronics Engineering; Industrial and Engineering Management (which corresponds to the  study field Management and Administration) .
It’s not advisable to do subjects in both campus because they are 1 hour distance from each other and students have to take a transport to go there.
We don’t have the academic calendar yet but I only can tell that the week before classes start it’s the Reception week. We will send more detailed information about this week after you are accepted at IST.

Usually there are Intensive Portuguese Courses in October and March. The registration is done upon arrival. The course costs 75€ and it´s paid after your arrival.
The course has the duration of 56 hours and it's every day of the week after regular classes. At the end if the student passes the test, will receive a Certificate with 6 ects credits.
Regarding the Portuguese course, it doesn´t appear in the list of subjects available for the students to choose because it’s not a subject of the Curricula of IST  and that is why it can’t be included in the learning agreement or in the transcript of records. If you do the course and pass the exam at the end, you will receive a Certificate just with the portuguese course, with the ects credits and the grade.

Information about accommodation  will be sent to you only after you are accepted at IST.

Best regards

Paula Lopes

